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1) Impression: what (if anything) in this book “struck” you - impressed you or annoyed you? 

Why? Read us a quote that stayed with you.  

2) Characters: Why did the author pick dogs? How well did he differentiate the personalities of 

the dogs – could you tell them all apart?  How would this story be different if the author picked 

another animal, e.g. cats?  

3) Point of view: The third-person omniscient POV shifts between all the dogs and gods, and 

back and forth in time over years. Some stories, such as the death of the “pack,” are retold 

from multiple viewpoints.  How did you feel about the shifts in viewpoints?  

4) Plot: any twists that surprised, pleased, annoyed you? How did you feel about the (many) 

incidents of violence? Did they feel gratuitous, or appropriate to the characters and story?  

5) Setting: The Toronto locations are very specific: the Wheatsheaf pub, the park where the 

dogs live, the lakeshore, each street and household of humans. Does each place add something 

to the story? If you know Toronto, did this give you a new sense of those places? Would the 

story be different if set in another city? 

6) Theme: An apologue is a moral fable, especially using animals. What is the moral of this 

story? The gods Hermes and Apollo bet that granting human consciousness and language may 

or may not improve the dogs’ lives, as proved by whether they die happy or not. How does the 

dogs’ acquisition of a “pack” language change the dogs? How does learning “human” language 

change Benjy and Majnoun? Why is language insufficient for complete understanding? Does 

“dying happy” prove anything? What does creating poetry signify? 

7) Writing style and quality: This novel won the 2015 Giller and Writers’ Trust prizes, and the 

2017 CBC Canada Reads. What qualities of the writing struck you? Did it pull you in, or drag? 

Andre is a poet, as well as a novelist. Is the language insightful, lyrical, descriptive, concise - 

does each word “earn its keep? Did you find each dog’s name, sounded out in the fifteen 

poems, as described in the “Note on the Text” at the end?  

8) Related works: This is the second in a quincunx: a set of five related novels. Each uses an 

archaic literary form: Pastoral (Pastoral), Apologue (15 Dogs), Romance (Ring), Mystery/Puzzle 

(The Hidden Keys), and Travel Narrative (Days by Moonlight). The author says all five deal with 

themes of God, Chance, Power, Love, Hate, and Place. Have you read any of the others in the 

series? If so, what did you think of them? If not, would this novel inspire you to want to read 

the others? How well do you feel the author addresses these five themes? 

9) Personal relatability Does this book remind you of anything, or relate to anything, in your 

own life? 

Further reading: https://chbooks.com/A-Quincunx-by-Andre-Alexis  
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